
MODEL COLOR  COLOR TEMP. PART NUMBER

MINELA White  2900K 112883039 - 0049370

MINELA White  3500K 112883000 - 00532576

MINELA Silver  3500K 112883000 - 00532579

MINELA White  5000K 112883030 - 00494351

MINELA  Silver  5000K 112883032 - 00494366

TABLE BASE Black  na 1LL00500C 

TABLE CLAMP Black  na 1LL00100C - 00050472

MINELA
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE AND CONTROL 

A COOL HEAD 

HAS MANY ADVANTAGES

A UNIQUE SHAPE

STANDS OUT WITH CLEAR LINES 

The long extension arm ensures maximum 
flexibility when it comes to the placement 
of the MINELA. The luminaire can be 
easily set up or attached to the desk, 
work, or reading surfaces, either to the 
left or the right.

MINELA is available with a mobile table base 
or a table clamp.

The illuminated push button for 
on/off and dimming functions 
is activated with a light touch. 
When the luminaire is switched 
off, the push button serves as 
an orienting light.

The innovative Minela LED Task Luminaire brings lighting quality, energy efficiency and design innovation at a whole new level. 
The design is a combination – Pure Function and Aesthetics in One. Minela shines with true innovation, utilizing a high-power 
multi-chip LED strip design that operates with only 5 watts of power. It illuminates the surface uniformly across a wide area with 
invigorating light color, while eliminating shadows.

The innovative strip design of 
the LED enables wide-spread 
lighting and uniform illumination 
of at least 23.5 x 23.5 in. 
(600 x 600 mm.)

MINELA can be seamlessly integrated 
into any style. The high contrast 
interaction between chiseled and elliptic 
shapes gives the MINELA a unique 
appearance, which is underscored by 
the high-quality materials: the head, 
support arm and stand are made of 
powder-coated aluminum. The metal 
surfaces support the efficient 
distribution of heat produced by the 
light source.

The two delicate grooves on the top 
and bottom of the head are a very 
special design detail. They visually 
continue the line of the pivot arm and 
provide an interesting accent.

FAR REACHING 

A LONG ARM OFFERS TRUE FLEXIBILITY

MINELA is equipped with a high power 
multichip LED in an innovative strip 
design, operating on only 5 watts. A 
special feature is the well-engineered 
thermal manage ment designed to 
maximize control and comfort. By using 
premium electronic components the 
heat of the high-performance LED is 
quickly dissipated. The MINELA also 
has a unique shut-off feature – shutting 
off after 14 hours of uninterrupted 
operation. The bene fits are obvious: 
higher energy efficiency, longer service 
life and less heat.

MINELA is equipped with three 

articulated joints and can be adjusted to 

any individual lighting re quirement.

The gas pressured spring relieves the 

joints of the weight of the luminaire. As a 

result, MINELA is very easy to position. 

The self-locking joints automatically 

secure the selected position – and the 

cumbersome opening and closing of 

thumb screws is a thing of the past. The 

head can be moved into any desired 

position in several dimensions – great for 

preventing reflections on shiny surfaces. 

Additionally, both symmetrical and 

asymmetrical light distribution is possible.

FLEXIBLE AT EVERY TURN 

LIGHTING IS A MATTER OF CONTROL.

POWER SUPPLY 100 - 240 V, 50 / 60 HZ

LAMPING 7W LED 

POWER CABLE 7.5 ft with transformer and US plug

MATERIAL BODY/SURFACE Aluminum, powder-coated

WEIGHT approx. 2 lb

POWER CONSUMPTION 8W

OPERATION Touch sensor

ARM BALANCE Gas pressure spring

PROTECTION CLASS II

OPERATING DEVICE Plug-in Transformer

SPECIAL FEATURE Dimmable

WARRANTY 5 year 

MOUNTING OPTIONS Table base (included) table clamp (optional)

Table Base
(included)

Table Clamp
(optional)
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